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From the Vicar 
 
 

 
Don’t worry, the vicar hasn’t gone mad… well, not any more 
than normal. As I write this, the church’s season of Advent has 
just started.  Advent marks the beginning of the church year – 
the time when the main Gospel for the year changes.  Advent 
2020 begins year B in the Lectionary (the publication that 
outlines the readings for the year), and the Gospel of the year is 
Mark’s Gospel (with a few readings from John to fill the spaces – 
Mark is about two-thirds of the length of Matthew and Luke).  
 
You might like to read it all through in one go.  It won’t take long, 
and will give you a really useful overview.  The Gospel writers traditionally have a symbolic 
animal, and Mark’s is the lion. Like a lion, Mark bounds breathlessly from one thing to 
another, “and then… and immediately… next…” etc..  The ending of the Gospel too is 
unique, with three possible endings.  The best early manuscripts end most mysteriously – 
“…and [the women] told no one, for they were afraid of!”.  Make of that what you will. 
 
Our secular New Year starts on the 1st January.  January is named after the Roman god 
Janus, the god of thresholds, who had two faces, one looking forward, and one looking 
backwards.  And this is an appropriate symbol for a New Year – looking backwards in 
reflection, and forwards in… well, how do we look forwards?  In confusion… apprehension… 
fear… or hope? 
 
In a speech in 1992, the 40th anniversary of her accession, the Queen referred to the year 
as being her ‘annus horribilis’, her horrible year.  In her wonderfully understated way, the 
Queen reflected that “1992 is not a year on which I shall look back with undiluted 
pleasure”.  It was the year that saw the failure of the marriages of 3 or her 4 children, and 
the fire that severely damaged her home at Windsor Castle.  I’m sure that you will agree, 
however, that 2020 has out ‘horribled’ 1992.  2020 is definitely not a year we will ever look 
back on with undiluted pleasure. 
 
But there have been good moments – most importantly in the way that ordinary people 
have become our heroes, in their extraordinary commitment and sacrifice, doing their 
everyday jobs in circumstances and conditions that were unimaginable 10 months ago.  We 
clapped some of them each week – hopefully we will still remember.  It was a year in which, 
on so many occasions, the community rose up in positive ways and actions – commitment 
to masks, sanitising, and obeying lockdown; the recognition and outpouring of concern over 
children going hungry in the holidays, and free food generously offered by businesses who 
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were themselves suffering, following the campaign led by a premier league footballer.  And 
it was a year that we were confronted with the depth of institutional and societal racism 
with the rise of the Black Lives Matter movement. 
 
As we look back, it is not all good.  The causes of racism are still there.  The coronavirus at 
times showed depths of selfishness and, well, quite honestly, stupidity, which were utterly 
reprehensible.  Looking back should not ignore the bad things, but rather face them head 
on, with a determination that “this is not how it should be”.  
 
Our season of Advent offers just this time.  It is an in-between time.  It is a time of ‘not 
quite being there’.  Christmas is coming, but we record the time of waiting by a calendar 
with 24 windows firmly shut, or a candle with 24 marks, all unburned.  It is a time of 
waiting.  It is also a strangely in-between time because we sit between the two comings of 
Christ – as the little babe at his first coming, and as King of King and Lord of Lords at his 
second.  How do we live the time between the two? 
 
Welcome to Advent!  Paula Gooder in her book on Advent quotes in the title the Welsh 
poet-priest RS Thomas “The meaning is in the waiting”.  I pray that, in this uncertain time, 
we may use the time of waiting to find that meaning… that hope for our new year, 2021. 
 

Revd Mark 

 

 Services and Church Opening  
 

Provisional Service list for December 
 
At time of writing, the COVID rules for this area with regard to churches is that we can 
revert to meeting as we did between the lockdowns. We can have services, presumably 
with Communion (we have no indication that anything has changed there), with limited 
singing by choir or music group, provided they are properly distanced. The one significant 
distance in tier 3 is that there is to be no social interaction within the church building, other 
than responses in the liturgy. Outside, the rule of 6 applies, with appropriate distancing 
etc.. One significant difference is that we will all be allowed to sing carols outside, again 
properly socially distanced etc.. Watch this space for how we might use this. 
 
The plan for services in December is as follows – all services will be live streamed on 
Facebook. 
 
Sunday 6th December 10.00am All-Age Communion and Christingle service 

6.00pm Evening Prayer (hopefully with some limited singing) 
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Sunday 13th December 10.00am Communion service 
6.00pm Blue Christmas service (a reflective service, especially 

for those for whom Christmas will be difficult this 
year). 

 
Sunday 20th December 10.00am Communion service 

6.00pm Christmas carol service 
 
Thursday 24th December 4.00pm Nativity Service 

11.30pm Midnight Mass 
 
Friday 25th December 10.00am Christmas Day Communion service 
 
Sunday 27th December 10.00am Communion service 
 
There will be a communion on Thursday mornings (including Christmas Eve) at 9.30am. 
 
All of these are provisional, depending on current COVID guidelines. Any changes will be 
noted on Facebook, and in the noticeboard on Church Street. 

 
 

Registers for November 
  
Funerals:  We commend to God’s keeping: 
 
17th November  Clifford Grace 
23rd November  Margaret Stevenson 
 
 

 A very big 'thankyou' 
 
During the Covid-19 pandemic many of our readers will have been encouraged to receive 
letters via email from our vicar.  Others will have been reading them on our website (where 
all of them are still available - 99 to date!).  They have included updates to government 
regulations, details of church opening times and services together with many links to 
prayers, thoughts and links to YouTube and elsewhere. We should like Reverend Mark to 
know how much we have appreciated these letters and they have served well to keep us 
feeling 'in touch' and very much a part of our church fellowship in spite of many weeks of 
being unable to meet for regular worship in church.  We should also like to express our 
thanks for the regular streaming of services on Facebook in which he has been ably assisted 
by Helen and Benedict and more recently by Sonia, Simon and Chris.  So, thank you Mark. 

John 
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In this Month’s Priory News … 
 
 
 
 
 

Dear Readers 
 

Well, to put it mildly, 2020 has certainly been a 
very different year for all of us in all aspects of life 
and now we emerge from the second Covid-19 
lockdown only to find ourselves in tier 3 with the 
smallest list of dos and the largest list of don'ts!  
Few of us will have been unaffected by all the 
restrictions, being largely unable to meet with 
family and friends for so many weeks. How are the 
sick and elderly living alone or in care homes 
expected to cope in such circumstances? All we 
can do is to pray for them and to hope that the 
promised vaccines will soon enable us to resume 
some sort of normality as we approach Christmas 
and the New Year. 
 

Speaking of Christmas, following on from the Vicar's letter you will find details of the various 
services which have been tentatively planned for the festive season.  The good news is that, in 
spite of our new position in tier 3, churches will be open once again although with restrictions 
applying.  Our hope is that this will help us once again to concentrate our minds on the true 
wonder of Christmas. 
 

So, all that remains is for us, your magazine team, to wish you all a very Happy Christmas and a 
much brighter New Year. 

John 
 

We first published Margaret's 
seasonal recipe in December 2013 
- I think you'll agree it is worth 
repeating in 2020! 

Over the years many people have sent us their photographs of the 
Priory Church taken at various times of year. Unfortunately the 
source of some, including this month's cover picture, is unknown. 
Please let us know if this is one of yours - and thank you. 

 

Don't forget to visit our website - you'll find it at: https://www.dsj.org.uk/  
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Thanks to those who have sent in articles for Priory News. Please keep them 
coming. Please note: pictures containing recognisable children must be 
accompanied by authorisation to publish from their parents or guardians. We 
will not publish the names of children pictured unless specifically requested to 
do so by their parents or guardians. 
John Worthington, Cranmore Farmhouse, DSJ - Tel: 343860      priorynews@dsj.org.uk 
Please let us have your contributions for the January issue of Priory News BEFORE 

the earlier deadline of Friday 18th December. Thank you. 

https://www.dsj.org.uk/
mailto:priorynews@dsj.org.uk
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Reports, News & Dates For Your Diary 
 

 Mission Matters 
 

Advent Calendar Raffle 
 

Advent has now begun, and Rosemary Fisher was the lucky recipient of Mission Matters’ 
beautiful Advent calendar raffle which was drawn last Friday by the Rev. Mark.  Thank you 
all for buying tickets, and an especial thank you to Caroline for making the calendar.  We 
raised £105 to be distributed to various charities through Mission Matters. 
 
In the present uncertain times in which we live we can’t publish details of any future 
events, but we shall be back.  In the meantime may we wish you all a peaceful Christmas. 

 
Victoria 

 
 

 Pompom Christmas Puddings 
 

Ingredients: 
  

Brown wool, cream wool, red wool and green felt. 
 

Method: 
 

Using either 2 cardboard rings or a pompom maker of an appropriate size wind the brown 
wool until nice and plump. Just before you finish wind a few rows in the cream at the top of 
the ring.  This will be the cream on the pudding.  Cut and tie the pompom leaving a long tail. 
Make 2 teeny pompoms for Holly berries and cut out a green Holly leaf. Attach to the top of 
the pudding and use the long tail to hang.  
 

Penny Hebblewhite 

 

 Flower Arrangers 
 

Hello Ladies, 
 

I hope you are all keeping well, and hopefully we will soon be back to some 
form of normality and it would be good to see flowers in the church again. 
 

I have now pinned the Flower Rota for 2021 on the notice board; so 
whenever you can, please have a look and make a note of any dates that might be relevant 

to you. 
 

Many thanks. 
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Christine  

 The Second Coming 
 
A while back, John asked me if I would write a series of 
short articles about various aspects of Theology and 
Biblical Theology.  One topic he asked especially about 
was ‘The Second Coming’ – which is most appropriate 
for this time of year. 

 
In our Nicene Creed, which we say most Sundays in our communion service, we speak the 
words that Christ will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead, and his kingdom 
will have no end.  The Nicene Creed specifically focuses mostly on the person of Jesus 
Christ.  The Apostles Creed, which could be considered to be more of a brief summary of 
the overall doctrine rooted in the teaching of the early Apostles, similarly states and he will 
come to judge the living and the dead. 
 
This coming in glory is what we call the Second Coming.  It is a foundation of Christian 
belief, as demonstrated by its inclusion in both Creeds.  It also appears in the most common 
exclamation in the middle of the Eucharistic prayer Christ has died; Christ is risen;  Christ 
will come again.  And the conclusion of Morning and Evening Prayer liturgy in Common 
Worship for the Advent season starts with May the Lord, when he comes, find us watching 
and waiting. 
 
So, to sum this up, Christian belief says that Jesus is going to return, in a different way 
(glory) than he first came, that there will be judgement of some sort, and that we should be 
prepared and ready.  But where does this come from? 
 
There are so many passages I could pick, but I will focus on just a few. 
 
One of the best known passages in the bible is John 14:1-6 – a passage often read at 
funerals, as it is a message of comfort.  Jesus tells his disciples that he must go away and 
leave them.  But this is a good thing, as he goes to prepare a place for them.  And if I go and 
prepare a place for you, I will come again and will take you to myself, so that where I am, 
there you may be also. (John 14:3).  For believers, Jesus’ return is a good thing. 

 
But there are many warnings.  Firstly, we don’t know when it will happen.  Jesus says But 
about that day and hour no one knows, neither the angels of heaven, nor the Son, but only 
the Father. (Matt 24:36).  Many have tried to guess, but it’s a waste of time!  

 

There is some indication that Jesus expected it soon (though this might be rhetorical 
hyperbole, or it may refer to the fall of Jerusalem in 70AD, rather than the ‘End Times’).  
Paul certainly initially thought it would be soon – almost saying “don’t worry about 
anything – Jesus is coming soon”.  This changed over time to “we’re in it for the long-haul.  
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This, then, is how we should live”. 

 

Jesus warns Be on guard so that your hearts are not weighed down with dissipation and 
drunkenness and the worries of this life, and that day does not catch you unexpectedly, like 
a trap.  For it will come upon all who live on the face of the whole earth.  Be alert at all 
times, praying that you may have the strength to escape all these things that will take place, 
and to stand before the Son of Man. (Luke 21:34-36). 

 

At the beginning of the Book of Acts, we are told that, at the Ascension, as they were 
watching, [Jesus] was lifted up, and a cloud took him out of their sight.  While he was going 
and they were gazing up toward heaven, suddenly two men in white robes stood by them.  
They said, "Men of Galilee, why do you stand looking up toward heaven?  This Jesus, who 
has been taken up from you into heaven, will come in the same way as you saw him go into 
heaven." (Acts 1: 9-11).  

 

This takes up some Old Testament images of ‘The Son of Man’ (a favourite title that Jesus 
uses for himself).  One classic example is in the book of the prophet Daniel.  I saw in the 
night visions, and behold, with the clouds of heaven there came one like a son of man, and 
he came to the Ancient of Days and was presented before him.  And to him was given 
dominion and glory and kingdom, that all peoples, nations, and languages should serve him; 
his dominion is an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away, and his kingdom one 
that shall not be destroyed (Daniel 7:13-14). NB this translation is the Revised Standard, not 
the New Revised Standard.  In its attempt to inclusivise language, the NRSV uses ‘human 
being’ rather than ‘son of man’, but this blurs the significance of the passage.) 

 

The problem with all this is that the writings that most of these passages appear in (mainly 
Daniel, Revelation, parts of Ezekiel, and Gospel passages that reflect them) are of a genre 
called ‘Apocalyptic’.  This does not refer to ‘End Times’ (though quite a bit of it explores this 
subject), but rather means ‘hidden’.  It is a highly stylised writing, with conventions, 
metaphors galore, and many coded meanings.  They are not to be taken literally – though 
this does not mean that they do not hold truth! 
 
Similarly, Jesus tells many parables relating to his return.  For example, one well-known 
image that appears more than once is the bridegroom and the wedding feast.  We need to 
pay particular heed to the fact that a parable is a story that is meant to stir up our thoughts.  
We are not meant to try to find some sort of actual or literal interpretation of every aspect 
of the story.  We may in fact – shock horror! – find that God or Jesus do not feature in every 
parable!  Jesus usually says, “the Kingdom of Heaven is like…”, not “God is like...”  
 
So, what can we say?  Jesus will return.  When?  We don’t know.  How?  We don’t know.  
What will happen?  We don’t know!  All we know is that there will be some sort of 
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judgement, and a new heaven and a new earth.  And that, somehow, we will be a part of 
that.  
 
One final point I want to make, do not be thrown by those who say that the biblical 
prophecies are now being fulfilled, and that we are in the ‘End Times’.  
 
For many will come in my name, saying, 'I am the Messiah!' and they will lead many astray.  
And you will hear of wars and rumours of wars; see that you are not alarmed;  for this must 
take place, but the end is not yet.  For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against 
kingdom, and there will be famines and earthquakes in various places:  all this is but the 
beginning of the birth pangs.  Then they will hand you over to be tortured and will put you 
to death, and you will be hated by all nations because of my name.  Then many will fall 
away, and they will betray one another and hate one another.  And many false prophets will 
arise and lead many astray.  And because of the increase of lawlessness, the love of many 
will grow cold.  But the one who endures to the end will be saved. (Matt 24: 5-13) 

 
People have been preaching and believing that since Roman times.  Can we be any more 
certain than they were?  I do not believe so.  However, we are exhorted to act always as if it 
were imminent.  And so, we will be ready when it does happen (if we are still around!).  
Prophecies do have a tendency to come round again and again, and apply equally well to 
different situations.  And the destruction of Jerusalem, and particularly the destruction of 
the temple in 70AD was one such event. 
 
John encourages us in his 1st letter and now, little children, abide in him, so 
that when he appears we may have confidence and not shrink from him in 
shame at his coming (1 John 2:28 RSV).  
 
Postscript:  If you are interested, CS Lewis explores the end times in a 
fascinating, and illuminating, way in his final Narnia book ‘The Last Battle’. 
 

Revd Mark 

 

 "Creation"  
 
Jane Harwood has been busy putting together a collection of poetry, prose, photos & 
illustrations, many contributed by local people.  Copies should be with Rev Mark by the end 
of the first week in December, priced at £4 for a single copy and £10 for three copies. I 
understand that part of the profits from the sale of this book will go to the Priory Church. 
Jane suggests that this would make a very acceptable Christmas present and already has a 
large number of advance orders.  Please contact Rev Mark to purchase your copies.  
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 Monuments in the Priory Church 
 

Isabella, Marchioness of Exeter  
 
 
Isabella was born on 8th January, 1857, at 8, Chesterfield 
St., Mayfair, the daughter of Sir Thomas Whichcote, 7th 
Baronet, of Aswarby Hall, Lincolnshire and Isabella Liza 
Montgomery.  On 7th September 1875 at Aswarby Church 
she married Brownlow Henry George Cecil, Lord Burghley.  
On 27th October 1876 she gave birth to a son, William 
Thomas Brownlow Cecil. 
 
Isabella would have taken her place on the social scene her 
husband having served as a captain in the grenadier guards, 
an MP for Northamptonshire, colonel of the 3rd and 4th 

Northamptonshire regiments, and from 1891 a Privy Councillor and vice chamberlain of the 
Royal Household.  In 1891 Isabella and Brownlow also moved to the Manor House, Deeping 
St James, having bought the property on the death of Edmund Waterton ( who purchased 
the Manor in 1879 from Rev’d William Henry Cooper and renamed it ‘Deeping Waterton 
Hall’).  In 1895 on the death of his father Brownlow became the 4th Marquess of Exeter and 
in consequence had to take up residence at Burghley House. 
 
In 1898 Brownlow himself passed away and Isabella returned to the Manor House where 
she remained for the rest of her widowhood.  She took a great interest in the Priory Church, 
having inherited the titles of patron and lay rector from her father.  For 17 years she served 
as churchwarden and was also president of the Churchworkers’ guild and patron of the 
local mothers’ meeting and branch of the Red Cross.  In 1900 together with the vicar, the 
Rev’d Samuel Skene, she applied for a faculty to raise the chancel floor and to erect a 
reredos, donating £200 to the cost.  She also donated the churchwardens’ staffs of office. 
 
Isabella passed away on 12th July 1917, having suffered a breakdown and being confined to 
bed for the last two years of her life.  The Manor House was then let to the Xaverian 
Brothers ( a Roman Catholic order) who went on to purchase it in 1932.  At that time the 
Marquess of Exeter and Lord Brownlow signed a declaration to the effect that the 
patronage of the Priory Church could not be sold and in 1961 it passed into the Burghley 
House Preservation Trust which was set up that year. 
 

 

Revd Sonia 
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...just a brief thankyou . . to all our regular readers for being so patient with us during 

the months when we failed to print Priory News.  We hope that we shall be able to return 
to normal in the New Year.  Thank you too for not demanding your money back for the 
missed copies! - the magazine money is only one small part of the church's income but 
obviously during the past weeks of no services our overall income has been badly hit.  
Looked at another way, 6 X 50p is roughly the Costa of one cuppa of coffee(ah)! 

John  

 

Cooking with Margaret 
Mince Pies with Citrus Pastry 

 
Ingredients 
 
 

Pastry: 

 

115g Plain flour 

Grated zest of ½ Orange & ½ 
Lemon 

50g Unsalted Butter 

25g Caster Sugar 

1 Large egg yolk 

 

Filling: 

 

350g Mincemeat 

80g White Marzipan 

 

Makes 12 

 
Method 
 
Combine the flour and citrus zests in a bowl 

Rub in the butter then stir in the sugar 

Bind it all to a dough with the egg yolk and 1 
tablespoon cold water 

Roll out the dough on a lightly floured surface  

Stamp out 12 rounds using a 8cm round pastry cutter, 
re-rolling the pastry if necessary 

Place the rounds in a patty tin 

Chill for at least 30 minutes 

Preheat the oven to Gas 5/ 190°C 

Place heaped teaspoon of mincemeat into each pastry 
case 

Roll out the marzipan on a sugared surface and cut out 
a star or holly shapes 

Place a shape in the centre of each tart 

Bake the mince pies in the middle of the oven for about 
15 minutes, or until the pastry is golden 
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 Poetry Corner 
 

December Days 
 

December days…the silhouettes of trees, bereft of leaves stand sentinel. 
Snug in their woolly coats sheep munch contentedly, oblivious to the cold. 

My morning birds wait patiently till I emerge, shivering, 
to broadcast seeds. 

Down they swoop, the portly pigeons, jostling starlings, nifty sparrows 
And, finally, a solitary robin, harbinger of hope. 

 

December days…recalling a distant childhood rhyme, 
‘In winter I get up at night 

And have to dress by candle light' 
I bless the central heating 

When I venture from my bed, 
Thinking of those bereft of warmth. 

 

December days…memories come crowding in: 
The overwhelming grief when my dear Dad died 

Between a Christmas and New Year. 
Unbridled joy when, against the odds, our son was safely born- 

A Christmas blessing beyond words. 
 

December days…the waning of the year. 
Time to pause, reflect, review and sift the past. 

Then to contemplate that day when, 
In a heartbeat, heaven met Earth 

And, transcending time, 
God shared our humanity. 

 

Bet Washbrooke 

 

[If you wish to hear Bet reading her poem please click here.] 
 

(Our thanks to Bet  for this month's  contribution.  Please let us have your contributions of 
poems or prose (perhaps inspired by Covid-19?) for future magazines.) 
 
 

 Church Ladies' Fellowship & Wednesday House Group 
 
There has been a huge response to the request for Christmas "goodies" to add to the 
December food bank parcels.  One consignment has already been delivered and a second 
one will be delivered shortly.  On behalf of the Church Ladies' Fellowship and the 
Wednesday House Group Juliet would like to thank everyone who has so generously 
contributed to the appeal. 

poem.html
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(Reverend Mark has sent us this recent article from Christian Aid) 
 

 Celebrate a love that builds hope this Advent  
 

It’s rare for us to live through a phenomenon which affects us in the UK at the same time as 
people right across the world. Not often in our lives have we experienced a threat that is 
shared by our global neighbours in countries as wide-ranging as Ethiopia, Lebanon and 
Nicaragua. 
 

Covid-19 and measures to curb its spread have held much of the world in its thrall 
throughout 2020 destroying lives, instilling fear, devastating livelihoods and forcing 
vulnerable people into more desperate poverty. 
 

As we approach Christmas though we are reminded of a person who turned the world 
upside down for good, whose life in a time of oppression and fear introduced a hope that 
transformed the globe as it spread across it. 
 

Looking to Emmanuel, God with us, this Christmas, we are reminded that God walks with us 
through deeply difficult times and works through us in all circumstances to show love to 
this world. A love that never fails. A love that unites. A love that builds hope.  
Inspired by Jesus, Christian Aid supporters walk alongside those for whom coronavirus is 
yet another threat on top of existing ones, including the climate crisis, conflict and in 2020 
the impact of locust swarms. 
 

Your gifts and actions help people like Mekonnen Sofar in Ethiopia’s South Omo region, 
who digs a metre deep in dry river beds to try to find a water source to keep his livestock 
alive as the climate crisis pushes his family into hunger and threatens his whole way of life. 
Friends, fellow herdsmen and children have died through digging so deep that the dry bed 
collapses above them. 
 

Christian Aid is working with families like Mekonnen’s to provide community water sources 
and explore alternative means of raising income such as through making soap from aloe 
vera and planting drought resistant crops. 
 

The new restrictions placed on how we meet and interact have caused us to rethink what it 
is to be community, but our supporters know that we are bound together by much more 
than a virus and have shown a deep determination to continue to reach out to others. 
 

This Christmas churches are being invited to join in a moment of solidarity and hope on 
Advent Sunday, 29 November by using the carol ‘When out of poverty is born’ in their 
worship and taking a collection for Christian Aid. 
 

The hymn, which is freely available to use to use from caid.org.uk/christmasresources 
celebrates Mary’s faith in the Magnificat and begins with the words ‘When out of poverty is 
born a dream that will not die’. This Christmas we can celebrate the incredible truth that we 
are bound together globally by a love that builds resilience in the face of disease, drought 
and darkness, that builds up hope for all our neighbours. 
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To find out more about Christian Aid’s Christmas Appeal, including how to act for climate 
justice, visit caid.org.uk/hope . This Advent, £15 could train one woman to make aloe vera 
soap, £80 could provide two goats to help a family build a better future and £290 could pay 
for the materials and tools to build a pond, providing life-saving, reliable water for a whole 
community.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo credit Christian Aid/Elizabeth Dalziel. Captions:  
1. Low rainfall leaves herdsman Mekonnen Sofar struggling to find water for his cattle in Ethiopia  

2. Mekonnen Sofar digs in a dry river bed to find water for his livestock. 
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(Our 'Roving Reporter', Victoria, recently spoke to Colin Ward about our local garden centre 
and she asked him if he would care to write a piece for Priory News. We hope you find his 
article interesting and, covid-19 permitting, will pay him a visit. Swines Meadow is at the 
junction of Linchfield Road/Towngate/Outgang Road.) 
 

 Swines Meadow 
 
Swines Meadow has now been in business twenty years this year and we were looking 
forward to holding some special events this year to commemorate but the advent of Covid 
put paid to that! 
 

In the year 2000 we started selling a few plants from the farm gate and it rapidly made the 
transition to the yard as the popularity of our venture started to take hold. For a start we 
could not grow enough plants to supply demand so we were buying a certain amount of 
plants in. The garden here at the fam was a very basic lawn with narrow borders and 
standard shrubs and perennials. It was also a garden very much open to the elements so we 
started to put wind buffering plants such as bamboo and other shrubs as we wanted to 
grow plants with an exotic feel to them as well as growing something different to the norm. 
Within a few years the lawn had shrunk considerably as we expanded borders and added 
plants that we felt we could not do without. The garden slowly evolved from a exotic 
planting style into a mixture of shade loving plants and hard to find plants. This reflected 
what we were selling in the nursery as we sought to introduce plants with a difference to 
our customers, by this time we were producing a lot more of our own plants. A lot of the 
plants that we now produce and sell are often very rare and not commonly seen for sale. 
This is something that nurseries are in a unique position to do as a lot of these plants are 
difficult to propagate or take a long time to grow and, in some cases, do not produce much 
propagation material. Often it takes the dedication and time of nursery people to do this as 
big commercial nurseries want a quick and undemanding crops to produce for garden 
centres. We pride ourselves in the fact that we now have people from all over the UK who 
buy from us via mail order or plant fairs and talks. We had quite an increased demand from 
Europe but unfortunately Brexit has closed that market off to us as it adds to much 
bureaucracy and expense to the plant.  
 

We have featured in articles in national magazines including The RHS Garden magazine in 
an article written by Roy Lancaster about us when he visited us. Next year there will be an 
article in the same magazine written by me about some of the wonderful woodland plants 
we grow. I expect we will soon be sold out of those featured plants!  
 

Lots to look forward to next year with many new introductions as well as new customers 
including plants for the newly redesigned gardens at Woburn Abbey and a few larger 
gardens. Perhaps we will be looking at more control over this awful virus that has taught us 
that Nature cannot be fought. The virus has also made us revaluate our routines and made 
us stand back a bit and try to take life a little easier. Throughout all that has happened not 
all has been bad and that it has made us value what we have and take stock to be more 
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considerate of others and nature. Hopefully this will also have happened with other people 
and will lead to a better and more tolerant society. Who knows? 
 

At times of stress my garden has been an oasis and a place of reflection for which I have 
been grateful of. Lots of plants in the garden have memories of either the people who have 
given me them or been recommended by them. A good place to be and I can testify good 
for morale and mental health. Not a bad hobby or profession to be in. 
 

Colin Ward 

 

Swines Meadow Farm Nursery, 
47, Towngate East, 
Market Deeping, 
Peterborough, 
PE6 8LQ 
07432627766 
rareplants@me.com 
www.swinesmeadowfarmnursery.co.uk 

 

Sidespersons’ Rota - December 
 

6th 10.00 am A Meekings, E Bridgeman, R Bridgeman 

13th 10.00 am T Hitchborn, C Pearce, C Masters 

 3.00 pm (Christingle) E Bridgeman, R Bridgeman 
20th 10.00 am T Harwood, K Hallam 

 6.00 pm (Carol Service) J Thompson, S Childs 
24th 3.00 pm J Mills, A Meekings 

 11.30 pm (Midnight) T Harwood, J Forrester 

25th 10.00 am  
27th 10.00 am J Mills, M Flegg, J Forrester 

 

Readers’ Rota - December 
 

6th Ted Fisk 

13th Joy Cunningham 

20th Helen Williams 
24th (midnight) John Worthington 

25th Martin Fisher 
27th Liz Bridgeman 
 
 

Flower Rota - December 

 

27th Christmas Flowers 

 
 

mailto:rareplants@me.com

